
POST-FERIA REPORT

Name of event: Cultural Fest FERIA’23

Date of Event: 9th & 10th February 2023

Location of Event: Institute of Home Economics, Hauz khas, New Delhi

Number of people attending: approx. 4000 college students

The Student's Union 2022-23 of Institute of Home Economics, organized FERIA’23, the well
known cultural fest of IHE which provided a wondrous experience, with a lively vibe.

A two-day extravaganza dedicated to the spirit, light and emotion of expression dated on 9 th &
10th February, 2023.

We started the event with the inauguration done by our respected Director Dr. Renu Arora and
our cultural committee.



FERIA includes various events by our cultural societies like:

1) Surtaal classical group singing competition (By TARKAAS)

2) Surtaal solo classical singing competition (By TARKAAS)

3) Nukkad natak competition (By NAVRANG)

4) Western solo dance competition (By ELEGANZA)

5) Bookmark and photography competition (By IRRIDISCENCE)

5) Debate competition (By MUZAHIRA)

6) Quiz competition (By MUZAHIRA)

7) Sustainbuzz (By CDF)

8) Rap battle competition (By CENTENARY)

10) Slam poetry competition (By MUZAHIRA)

11) Creative writing competition (By MUZAHIRA)

12) Crisco fashion group ramp-walk competition (By POISE)

13) Model shark tank competition (By ENACTUS)

14) Western group dance competition (By ELEGANZA)

15) Mr. & Ms. FERIA



SURTAAL SOLO & GROUP CLASSICAL SINGING COMPETITION:

Tarkaas, the music society of Institute of home economics conducted SUR-TAAL singing event
ranging from semi classical to classical entries. The group competition for the same was held on
9th February' 23 and solo candidates competed on 10th February' 23 on the Main stage of
FERIA' 23 from 11-12:30 and 10-11:30 respectively.

Participation in the prelims round crossed 100+ entries ranging from different DU colleges to
other universities. Shortlisted candidates for final round in group and solo were 15 each
Participants were judged on the basis of harmony ,melody and rythm along a set of rules for
time limit; 6-8 minutes for group and 4-5 minutes for solo singing, with allowance of tanpura
or/and only one accompanist and no use of Karaoke, only 2 entries were allowed per college.

The winners for solo competition were
1st position- Vivek Budgali (Zakir Hussain Delhi College)
2nd position- Dashmeet Kaur (SGTB khalsa college)
3rd position - Rishabh (Ramjas)

Group competition winners were as follows-
1st position- RAAGA (music society of pgdav college)
2nd position- ALAAP (music society of Sri Venkateshwara college)
3rd position -AAROHAN (music society of SSRC)

The judges were :-
1. Ms. Manpreet
2. Ms. Divyansha
3. Dr. Veenu Wadhwa



NUKKAD NATAK:
NAVRANG 🎭 (The theatre society of institute of Home Economics, Delhi University) had
conducted an event of Nukkad natak competition NAUTANKI'23 on 9th February 2023 in college
premises under the annual cultural fest 'FERIA'.
In this event all the teams are required to perform a nukkad natak on any social issue.

Rules and Regulations
1) Time limit should not exceed 20 mins
2) No pre-recorded music shall be allowed
3)Participating teams must bring their own props and instruments.
4)Judgment will be based on the topic,presentation of act and impactfulness of the message
delivered through the performance.
Total participantion- 12 teams

Winners-
1st prize- Dramanomics (CVS)
2nd prize- Shades(kheshav Mahavidyalaya)

Judges-
1) Ishaan Jain
2) Sambhav Gupta
3) Deepshikha kataria



WESTERN SOLO DANCE COMPETITION:
The Western dance society of Institute of Home Economics, University of Delhi had conducted
an event of solo dance competition (HIT THE BEAT) on 9 February 2023, 2:00 p.m onwards in
college under the annual cultural fest Feria.

Rules:
Time limit: 2-3 minutes

1) This is a Western dance competition.
2) Negative marking on exceeding the time limit.
3) Participants can use props, costumes and make

up however they like.
4) Participants are responsible for their own props, college will not provide any props.
5) The participants are supposed to confirm their track with the event coordinator on

reaching the venue.
6) The sequence of performances will be decided by the chit system so all the participants

are requested to reach the venue by 11:30 pm for slotting.

Total participants:
Winners
1- Abhishek
2- Barkha

Judge:
1)Raman
2)Yuki



BOOK MARK & PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION:
Our Fine Arts and Photography Society organized three competitions on our annual cultural fest
FERIA.
We received around 120 registrations.

1)Bookmark making competition
IRIDESCENCE had conducted an event of bookmark making on 9th February 2023, 11:00 AM
to 12:00 PM in Room no. 314 under the cultural fest Feria.

Total participants-
Winners –
1- Rahul Pahuja
2- Aleen Muskan
3- Bhawna Chaurasia

Rules –
Plagiarism was strictly forbidden.
Individual participation only.
Participants could use any medium (paints, sketch pens, fabric, etc)
Participants had to bring their own materials.
Prize - certificate and cash

JUDGES
1. Mrs. Poonam magu
2. Ms. Jessica madaan



2)Photography Competition - Onspot theme
IRIDESCENCE had conducted an event of photography competition in which the theme was
given on the spot on 9th February 2023, 11:00 AM to 11:30 PM in Room no. 313 under the
cultural fest Feria.

Basic description
On the day of the competition, participants were given a theme and required to take
photographs and submit them within the time limit.

Total participation-
Winners –
1.Khushi raina
2.Shikha vajpai
3.Sidharth tanta

Rules-
Plagiarism was strictly forbidden.
Individual participation.
Simple photo editing was permitted.
Prize - certificate and cash prize.

JUDGES
1. Mrs.Geeta punhani
2. Mr. Ratan mishra

3) Photography Competition - Make a storyline
IRIDESCENCE had conducted an event of bookmark making on 9th February 2023, 12:00 AM
to 01:00 PM in Room no. 313 under the cultural fest Feria.

Basic description
Every artist has a central story to tell, and the difficulty, the impossible task, is trying to present
that story in pictures. Participants  created a storyline with pictures and turned it into a story.

Total participation-
Winners –
1.komit yadav
2.Harshil wahi

Rules -
Individual participation only.
Plagiarism was strictly forbidden.
Participants only took 5 photos to create the story line.
Judgment was made on originality, creativity and ideation.



Simple photo editing was permitted.
Prize -
Certificate and cash prize

JUDGES
1.mrs.Geeta punhani
2.mr. Ratan mishra



TURNCOAT DEBATE - Debate competition
The debating event was organised on 9 February, 2022 at 11:00 a.m. in the amphitheatre. This
year's turncoat debate was a spectacle segment of PANACHE 2023, an afternoon weighed with
wisdom and intellect, with speakers extensively voicing their opinions on "Euthanasia:
Freedom of choice", rightfully utilising the power of the podium to convey to the masses - the
dual facets of mercy killing being a choice or a right.

A total of 20 speakers from Several distinguished colleges of The University of Delhi presented
their view points.

RULES AND REGULATION
1. Each speaker will be allocated a total time of 4 minutes to speak.
2 minutes for the motion, the other 2  for against the motion.
Exceeding the time limit will lead to negative marking.
2. At the end of their speech, each speaker will be faced with an interjection from the fellow
participants. A total time of 1 minute would be given to hear the question and answer it
appropriately.
3. No cross-questioning will be allowed.
4. The use of any foul, inappropriate, racial and derogatory mention or language is completely
forbidden.
5. The speaker can speak either in English or Hindi.
6. Bilingual speech is not allowed.
8. CRITERIA FOR JUDGEMENT
1. Relevance of content.
2. Eloquence and presentation.
3. Creativity
4. Originality

JUDGES
A binding result was presented under the guidance of distinguished panel of jury, consisting of -

1. Mr. Pratap Somwanshi, a highly revered and renowned figure in journalism. He's
currently the Executive Editor at Hindustan Media and has over 32 years of experience
in print media and journalism under his belt.

2. Mr. Ashish Ranjan, a multifaceted individual who excels in every discipline that he
dabbles in. He is the senior consultant at Expand my Business, the President of the
Orators Society and a creative head at It Happens in Kota.

3. Dr. Savita Aggarwal is a distinguished faculty member of the Department of
Development Communication, Extension and Journalism at Institute of Home
Economics. Her areas of interest and specialisation entail Climate Change, Gender
Studies, ICTs, Digital Literacy to list a few.



CONNAISSANCE - Quiz Event
The quizzing event was organised on 9 February, 2022 at 2:00 p.m. in the Conference Room.
The quiz was based on questions related to MELA (music, entertainment, literature, art). Round
1 consisted of written prelims in which participants had to write answers to questions displayed
in front of them. The six highest scoring teams moved on to finals, in round 2.
Round 2 consisted of questions on the same theme, but each team received direct questions
which could not be passed. Other teams were allowed to pounce on the questions, although this
could lead to negative marking. The winners were decided based on the scores in round 2.

There were 30 teams (60 participants) in Connaissance

RULES AND REGULATIONS
1. Number of players in each team is limited to 2 members. Each member has to register
individually.
2.. All the teams will first have to participate in a written prelims round. The top 6 teams will
qualify for the next round.
3. The marking scheme will be explained to the participants on the day of the quiz.
4. The decision of the quiz master will be final.



SUSTAINBUZZ:
On 9th February,2023 CDF IHE organised a competition *Sustainbuzz* in *FERIA'23* which
aimed to create sustainable  packaging using any kind of waste material.

7+ teams participated in the event from various colleges of DU.

Event was held in two rounds.
Round 1 was held online and shortlisted candidates from round 1 were called for round 2.

All the teams participated enthusiastically and presented their ideas on sustainable packaging.
They were judged on the basis of their creativity, functional aspect of their packaging material
and sustainability.

Event was judged by two distinguished judges Ms.Palak khanna ,CEO of Break the ice and
Mrs.Nidhi Gulati, professor in the Beled dept of IHE.

After the completion of the second round, the judges declared the winners of the competition.
The first position was secured by Team Raven. The second position was shared by Team Ibtida
and Team Nature's pack, who created edible packaging made of starch.
Overall, the event was a huge success in promoting sustainable packaging and encouraging
participants to think creatively about how waste materials can be repurposed.



RHAPSODY - Creative Writing Competition:
The Creative Writing Department organised Rhapsody: A story writing competition on 10th
February at 10 a.m. in the conference room. The competition consisted of 6 genres which were
chosen by a roll of dice. The participants had to form a story using the common prompt provided
in both Hindi & English on their allotted genre. The total number of participants were 20 with 4
winners i.e. 1st position, 2nd position, 3rd position and best storyline.

RULES AND REGULATION
➼ Plagiarism and the use of foul language are strictly forbidden.
➼ The entry must adhere to the word limit i.e. not more than 300 words.
➼ The entry will be judged on the basis of relevance to the allotted theme, creativity and
grammar.
➼ Judgement by the team is final and binding
➼The participants should stick to their genre and chosen language.
➼The prompt can't be modified and should be used as is.

The Judge for the competition was Dr. Sunita Aggarwal, member of the Literary and
Debating Committee who is also a professor of linguistics in the Institute of Home
Economics, Delhi University.



ALFAAZ - Slam Poetry Event:
The slam poetry event was organised on 10 February, 2022 at 11:30 a.m. in the amphitheatre. It
was conducted to give the aspiring poets a platform to express their thoughts and emotions
freely. Instead of giving and binding the participants with a specific topic, photo prompts were
given so that they could write on the basis of their perspective.
More than 40 participants have shown their interest in Alfaaz and 20 participants were selected
in the final round.
Round 1
Participants were provided with 3 photo prompts and they were asked to submit their pieces on
the google form. The team further shortlisted the pieces and the selected participants got the
opportunity to perform in the second round.
Round 2
Participants performed their poetry piece in relevance to the photo prompt they have chosen, in
front of the judge(s).

RULES AND REGULATIONS -
1. Depth of understanding and analysing their photo prompt and writing their poetry.
2. Relevance of their poetry to the photo prompt.
3. Use of fine motor skills for expressing their piece in complementary to their words.
4. Poetry should not be in monotonous tone but slam poetry voice should be more of a yelp,
delivered in a pitch slightly above normal speaking and littered with dramatic but unnecessary
pauses
5. Paper reading will lead to negative marking.
6. Use of both Hindi and English language is allowed but the poetry should strictly adhere to one
language throughout.
7. Use of any offensive or inappropriate language is strictly prohibited.
8. The participants will be judged on the basis on broad criteria like-
i) Content
ii) Vocabulary
iii) Confidence
9. Decision of the judge(s) shall be final and abiding.

JUDGES
1. Mr. Nikhil Kamath, who is an author, freelance writer and also a content strategist, a mentor
for content writing and novel writing as well.

2. Mr. Shubham Garg, who works as manager for various web operations and student programs,
manager in marketing and also experienced as communication manager.



3. Mrs. Anita George who has done her MPhil in English. Currently, she is an English professor
at Institute of Home Economics, University of Delhi. Also, she has the experience of more than
15 years in the Delhi University.



CRISCO-The fashion event:
Crisco was a theme-based fashion event organized by Poise, the fashion society of IHE. The
event was a huge success, with teams from various colleges participating in it.
The teams were judged on the basis of their walk, costumes, makeup, and portrayal of the issue
in their theme. The event aimed to promote social issues and raise awareness about the causes
or issues that are being faced or have been faced by people.

The participants showcased their creativity and innovative ideas by incorporating face makeup,
props, theme-based clothes, and music. The runway was filled with vibrant colors, unique
textures, and diverse styles.

The judges had a tough time choosing the winners, as each team put in a lot of effort and hard
work. However, the team that stood out the most was the one that showcased their theme in a
compelling way, with an excellent walk, stunning costumes, and flawless makeup.
Overall, Crisco was an excellent initiative by Poise to promote social causes. It was a great
platform for young and talented designers, models, make-up artists, and other creatives to
showcase their skills at such a young age.

WINNERS-
1.Glamorratti - Dyal Singh College
2. Bandwagons - Sri Aurobindo College



MODEL SHARK TANK:
Enactus IHE, the socio entrepreneurial society of our college conducted a B-plan competition
‘Model Shark Tank’ in our annual college fest ‘Feria’. The competition was an attempt to engage
the next generation of entrepreneurial leaders to use innovation and business practices to
create an impact in the world. The competition had an overwhelming response, with top 12
teams from various Delhi University colleges across campuses participating and pitching their
socially driven business plans. The event was judged by a prominent panel that gave insights to
the entrepreneurs. Model Shark Tank was a competition to celebrate entrepreneurship and the
power of next- generation leaders, which ended up becoming a huge success.
12 Teams participated in the competition from all across the DU colleges. Event was held in two
rounds : Round 1 Pitch the Scheme and Round 2 : Ace the Presentation.
They were judged on the basis of their Ideation, Communication Skills, Time Management,
Creativity and Innovation, effectiveness etc.

Event was judged by three esteemed judges : Mr. Rajdeep Gautam, Director and Founder of
Legal24by7
Mr. Varun Wadhwa, CEO of Adornplus and Ms. Garima Malu, The former President of Enactus
IHE.

The First Position was secured by Project M.

Overall the event was a huge success and encouraged participants to take their startups further.



STEP UP- The western group dance competition:
The Western dance society of Institute of Home Economics, University of Delhi had conducted
an event of group dance competition (STEP UP) on :10February 2023, 2:30 p.m onwards in
college under the annual cultural fest Feria.

Rules:
1. Time limit:  6 to 8 minutes only.
2. Minimum on stage limit is 5 and maximum is 15.
3. *Only one section from the previous year can be used. More than that won't be judged.*
4. The track should be uploaded on the drive link latest by 10th February, 11 a.m.
5. Teams should also carry the track in pendrive.
6. Teams are advised to avoid indecent songs or props that can cause damage to the stage.
7. No props will be given by college and you are responsible for your own props.
8. Negative marking for those who don't adhere to the above mentioned rules.
9. The judgment of the judge will be final and binding.

Total participation:
Winners:
1 - 3.14
2 - verve
3 - Ramjas

Judges
1)Raman
2)Vennu Wadhwa



RAP BATTLE:

" RAP-द�-GOONJ " : THE ULTIMATE BATTLE OF WORDS

The event took place on 9th February, 2023. It was a freestyle rap battle among the participants
from many other colleges who performed on different and unique topics such as MAA MERI,
FLEX, DREAMS, LIFE, GANGSTER etc.
All the performances were great, the amount of confidence and enthusiasm in each emcee
ensured the success of our event.
The three most deserving winners were announced on the basis of criterion set at the end by
our judges Mr. RUDRAY and Mr. KUNAL.
The judges also performed at the end of all performances. It was an amazing yet successful
event and everyone enjoyed it to the fullest.



Mr. & Ms. FERIA:
The event took place on 10th February, 2023. We had in total 6 participants and the
performances were judged on the basis of three criteria ramp walk, Talent show and
Questioning round.
All the performances were glorious, the amount of confidence and enthusiasm in each emcee
ensured the success of our event.
The two winners Mr. Parv Jain from Deshbandhu College and Ms. Devanshi from Rajkumari
Amrit Kaur College of Nursing, University of Delhi, were announced on the basis of criterion set
at the end by our judges - DCOP (Delhi College of Photography) members and our one of the
senior faculty Mrs. Renu Gulati Ma'am.
It surely was a memorable yet successful event.



Other Events:
We had other events like stand up comedy done by orang studio in which abhimanyu and rajat
were the artist, Fever ki mehfil by RJ Rahul Makin and his team, Live band by Noobs the Band.

STAND UP COMEDY - By Orang studio

FEVER KI MEHFIL - By RJ Rahul MAkin



LIVE BAND - By Noobs The Band

DJ NIGHT - By Students’ Union




